Bigger Picture Trends 2021

Peering into the future through
binoculars that have steamed up
from wearing a face mask
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GAMING: NOT IF BUT HOW
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5G: BLURRING THE LINES BETWEEN IRL AND IVL
AND SUPERCHARGING EVERYTHING ELSE
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AI: PUTTING THE HUMAN INTO MAHCINE LEARNING
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DATA PRIVACY: A HUMAN RIGHT OR A
MARKETING HURDLE
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D2C: BRAND TO CONSUMER
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Don’t forget
the brand in
D2C
3

Covid has rapidly accelerated the
growth of couch commerce and D2C
Covid accelerated the move to e-commerce, with three months of
lockdown accelerating the level of ecommerce sales by four years.
In 2019 online retail accounted for 19% and in 2020 it accounted for
26.2%, or £99bn of sales.
Grocery retailers turned into delivery services overnight. Online
grocery shopping took 24 years to get to 7.5% of sales, then 23 weeks
to get to 15%, with 1/3 of that growth coming from new shoppers.
Both new and old brands are getting into D2C space. Shopify
reported the number of new stores being set up on their platform
grew by 62% in the second half of Q1 compared to the first half. Also,
a rise in social commerce, with forecasts suggest the global social
commerce market will increase upwards of 34% by 2021 (eMarketer
June 2020)
And research predicts online shopping is here to stay, with 89% of
customers saying they will continue to shop online at the same level
post lockdown, and 93% of Brits feel confident in now shopping online.

ONS Kantar
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The growth of internet-enabled, D2C
sales is about more than just a new
payment model
Lots has been said and written this year about the growth of D2C
models. While lots of the immediate focus has been on the viability of
online fulfilment and subscription revenue models, we think a more
fundamental shift is taking place.
The bigger picture of the growth of direct-to-consumer is a
fundamental evolution of the role of digital in the buying process.
More than just a convenient place to purchase, digital is now where
people browse, discover, share and recommend their purchases
Covid-19 has forced people to experiment with D2C alternatives in
new categories. Home improvement businesses, for example, saw 4
times as many online sales through the spring.
These trials have shown the benefits of buying online that people
were blind to before, like having B&Q deliver big heavy items to your
door instead of squeezing them in your car.

40%

of non-grocery
retail is now
eCommerce

D2C eCommerce is now an established, widely-used way of buying,
not just when we lack alternatives, but permanently.

Kingfisher Group
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Social networks are the new shop
windows

If you know what you want to buy, the internet has long been
the most convenient place to source and purchase. If you
don’t, it’s always been a horrendous place to browse. But
that is changing.
Social commerce makes discovering new products both easy
and enjoyable, and tailored to each person individually.
Social is where the online ”footfall” is so more brands are
taking advantage of being where their customers are.
Integrations between social networks and commerce
platforms like Shopify make the purchase journey quick and
easy, it’s driving new buying behaviour, and not just on
impulse purchases.
As with the forced trial driven by Covid-19, this change has
made D2C models viable for more categories, and has
established it as a permanent feature of how people shop.

35%
shopped via
social in US in
2020

41%
would buy a
car online

Statista. Autotrader
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And we can’t forget Amazon’s
dominance at multiple stages of
the consumer journey

D2C consumer journeys don’t necessarily start with our
brands, or stay on our brands sites. It’s part of a
broader journey that includes reading reviews on third
party sites, price comparisons, going instore (when
open) to experience, before going back online to buy.
And we can’t forget the importance of Amazon at
multiple stages of the journey. 45% of UK digital buyers’
product searches start on Amazon vs 30% on a search
engine and 19% on retailer website. And when a
digital shopper doesn’t have a specific product in
mind but are just browsing, 35% of them start with
Amazon.
So, a brand can have a great D2C site but if they
aren’t visible on Amazon or have considered
Amazon’s role in that journey then that will be an issue.

eMarketer
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This change has already taken
place, and is already impacting
your category. Brands need to
evolve their online presence to
build equity, not just convert it.

New customers
New growth audiences exist
online, that must be
reached in new ways

New connected
systems
Entirely new purchase
journeys, in many cases
totally independent of
traditional media channels

New competition
Reduced barriers to new
entrants to the market,
established brands must
refocus on fundamentals of
product and service
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So, what are the
opportunities for
brands?
How do brands face into this change?
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1. Take your online shopfront as
seriously as your offline
In the world of online-enabled D2C you can’t rely on a
big retail footprint. Online “footfall” is now as important,
and that footfall occurs in different places, for example
social and Amazon.
Your shop, whether that’s IRL or IVL, is your customer’s
main impression of your business. Physical stores have
been refined and perfected over decades, but for
many big brands online touchpoints - either the site
people visit, the service received, or the box they’re sent
- lag behind.
With this newly levelled playing field, small, nimble,
digital-only competitors can compete directly, and are
entirely focused on delivering brilliant online experience.
No brand can afford not to keep pace. We need to
plan for consumer journeys that span on and offline and
adapt fast to new ways of interacting with the category.
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Bentley

Bentley were looking to future-proof their accessories shopping channels using
modern engineering practices and SAAS based digital products. So, CODE
set up a new commerce site in 12 weeks to respond to this time-sensitive
business imperative. It was built with SAAS product Shopify for future agility
and enhanced the Bentley digital brand system. They saw a 17% increase in
revenue YOY.
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2. Create positive friction with your
digital experiences

The challenge for brands is to create richer, better,
more personal experiences for customers, and do so
without infringing on their expectations of privacy.
The importance of collecting first-party data cannot
be understated.
To do this brilliantly we need to add positive friction
to the digital buying experience. Friction that gives
us more information about our customers; that keeps
them with the brand for longer; that allows brands to
talk to them more often; that keeps them coming
back.
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Making the most of first party
data to do this

As we know the cookie is crumbling, and the
departure from browser-based targeting is upon us.
As such it’s vital for brands to shift towards using first
party data to help understand their customers’
interactions and behaviours.
D2C offers a unique chance to do this, to
understand your customers ands to provide relevant
experiences because you know they are open to
them.
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Dulux Colour Picker

Creating positive friction by embedding a Dulux visualisation tool higher up the inspiration
journey.
In the paint category, the increasingly nimble direct-to-consumer brands were interacting
quickly and with agility to pick off core audiences digitally. Dulux saw an opportunity in
lockdown - when people were staring at their own four walls – to reinvent the concept of
colour matching. We positioned Dulux’s bespoke visualiser tool at the most useful point of the
consumer journey - within the editorial environment that people naturally rely on for home
improvement inspiration. For six months, our Dulux Colour Picker was integrated within all their
editorial content and imagery. This allowed our audience to match the colour of any inspiring
imagery they found on the Ideal Home site directly to the corresponding Dulux paint
shade. They were then able to order a paint sample direct to their home.
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3. Refocus on
building a strong
brand

As all of the work on share of search has highlighted this year, the biggest
brands that command the largest market share are also the ones most
frequently sought out by name online.
A strong brand maintains a competitive advantage and reduces the
dependence on paying for digital visibility in the Google or Amazon
auction.
Les Binet
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4. Understand the new
ways people interact
with your category

SkyQ integrated FIIT onto the
platform to create a premium athome gym and YouTube alternative

The need states, searches, times,
devices and platforms that trigger a
new purchase have multiplied. And
now you can buy as soon as you are
triggered, wherever you are, whatever
you are doing.
The brands that quickly build
associations with the most, and most
important, of these needstates and
triggers are already seeing an
advantage and will continue to do so.
Ask how you can shortcut those trigger
to purchase moments.
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Berocca and Actionable Audio

Taking advantage of a new at home trigger point by turning digital audio ads into a direct
chance to sample Berocca with the first ever Actionable Audio campaign.
Berocca built an Alexa Skill that allowed people to jump into the skill straight from their
audio ads for the first time. They targeted people listening to radio whilst they worked
through their Alexa at home with personalized, dynamic ads that led directly to a sample
delivered to your door. For example: “Right now, the weather is cold and wintery, and you
can expect more morning Zoom calls. I always feel tried on days like this, if you feel this
way try Berocca Boost to help reduce tiredness and switch on your Monday morning. Say
‘launch Berocca Boost’ on this device now”.
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5. Bricks and clicks need to
work together

Bricks and mortar shopping declined 14% globally in
2020, but that doesn’t mean it’s dead. It’s important
we see bricks and clicks working together as one
system and understanding the role of both.
Click and Collect is also soaring, and globally it grew
by 259% YoY by Aug 2020. Now 44% of the DC360
top 500 companies offer C&C, vs just 7% at the end
of 2019.
We need to give consumers compelling reasons to
visit physical destinations. Geo-fencing, local search,
unique instore experiences and the importance of
customer service will surge in 2021. And brands will
also take the extra step to prioritise health, safety
and wellness in the instore environment.
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Costa Click and Caffeinate

Creating a new buying behaviour that spanned bricks and clicks.
As Costa approached Summer 2020, after a turbulent few months of store
closures, rules were softened, and stores began re-opening. They had to find a way to win
back customers in very challenging times, making buying a Costa as easy as possible for
people who had fallen out of the habit. The new buying behaviour emerging post
lockdown was “click and collect”, but Costa was unable to offer this to their extensive
CRM database of coffee club subscribers. The only way to capitalise on this emerging
behaviour was to get more people to download their app, so it was vital to Costa’s
recovery to get existing and new customers to download and start clicking and
collecting. They knew who drank the most coffee, who was most likely to download the
app, and what type of offer might appeal to them. This data drove what proved to be an
irresistible offer – download the app, and the first, much needed post-lockdown coffee will
be on Costa.
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Key questions to ask to see
the Bigger Picture

01

02

03

How is your category
being disrupted, and
how can you move
quickly to respond to
the change?

How can you
improve your online
experience to create
positive friction and
keep pace with
nimble digital
competitors?

Who are the new
growth audiences
open to you by
focusing on entirely
digital journeys?
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For more information

Steve Ricketts
Head of eCommerce
Steve.Ricketts@Mediacom.com
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Greg Newman
Strategy Director
Gregory.newman@Mediacom.com

Lindsey Jordan
Joint Head of Strategy team
Lindsey.jordan@Mediacom.com

